FOR SPARKLING WATER AND EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT!

MAINTENANCE CALENDAR FOR YOUR SALT WATER POOL
All the products recommended in this calendar help prevent premature wear and tear of your salt chlorinator.
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Adjust parameters
pH : 7.2 - 7.8
Total Alkalinity : 80 - 120 ppm
Calcium Hardness : 200 - 300 ppm
Salt Shock
Atlantis Salt
Stabilizer

1. It’s important to use Cell Klean to clean your salt chlorinator’s cell at the beginning or end of season in order to remove scale, oils
and debris that build up on the blades. It will improve your salt chlorinator’s efficiency and extend its life time.
2. The Atlantis Salt Opening Kit is specially designed for salt water swimming pools. This kit will facilitate your swimming pool opening and
protect your salt chlorinator against corrosion and scale at the beginning of season.
3. Once swimming pool water is clear, adjust and maintain parameters at the recommended levels.
4. Salt Shock is a shock treatment specially designed for salt water swimming pools. It will improve your salt chlorinator’s efficiency and
eliminate the chloramines which are harmful to bathers’ health.
5. Stabilizer is essential if you own a salt chlorinator. It helps prevent the sun’s ultraviolet rays from destroying the free chlorine in your pool
water. Chlorine is produced by your salt chlorinator. Keep stabilizer level between 30 and 50 ppm.
6. Finally, the Atlantis Salt Closing Kit is a simple and efficient solution to close your salt water swimming pool in planning for next year’s
swimming season.
Note: The periods indicated above are for reference purposes only and may vary from one summer to the next.
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